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Chairman 
We were pleased to accommodate Dennis Lynch from “They Come to America” and his camera 
man during this last watch. While TBV was able to help him get some film footage on a group of 
illegal’s being apprehended by Border Patrol he did have an encounter on his own. 
Mr. Lynch was coming back from the Rio Grande Valley and had just passed through the 
Falfurrias Border Patrol checkpoint heading north. He saw two men on the side of the highway 
trying to flag him down. He was able to record the encounter.  
These men, illegal aliens, wanted a ride to Houston because of the need for medical attention. 
They told Mr. Lynch that one of them had had a heart attack, but they both seemed to be in good 
health. Mr. Lynch was able to engage them in conversation until a Brooks County Sheriff officer 
spotted them on the side of the road. 
As we close out 2012 and look back, we are reminded of the many inquiries and interview 
requests we received from media sources throughout the country. In addition to Dennis Lynch 
two other recent examples were the San Antonio Express News and The Ruthie Report out of 
Minnesota.  http://www.blogtalkradio.com/search/the-ruthie-report/  
In 2013, TBV will continue to bring awareness to the rise of illegal alien traffic and the lack of US 
border security, our mission remains the same. Our message is now as it always has been; 
secure the borders, take away the entitlements and penalize those companies and individuals 
that knowingly hire illegal aliens. 
Have a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!  
Dr. Mike V. 
 
President/VP Membership 
Texas Border Volunteers Standing Operating Procedures have recently been updated and 
revised. The new version will be available on the new TBV website that is scheduled to become 
active about January 1, 2013. Additionally, the new version will be sent with the reply to all 
members who respond positively to the invitation to attend the January watch. All members, 
especially active ones, are requested to familiarize themselves with these new SOP’s. 
The TBV Executive Committee has established a new operational position. 
The tentative name of this position is Field Mobility Coordinator. The duties of the member 
selected for this position will be: 
1. Coordinate all scouting and posting activities with Mission Control. This will include both day 
and evening postings based on scouting intel. 
2. Select an east side assistant and direct him/her in providing field exercises to increase posting 
effectiveness for new/inexperienced riders on the east side.  
3. Provide similar training and exercises for the west side with the intention of increasing the 
effectiveness of our postings in that area. 
4. Develop and identify individuals with a propensity for tracking and or leadership for the mobile 
group. 
Additional duties as may be assigned at a later date. 
Tom K. 
 
 
 
 



Executive VP        
For those that are on Facebook, TBV’s page now has over 1,100 “likes” with new additions 
almost daily. The word about what we do is spreading which will serve to benefit us in terms of 
support and hopefully increased donations. We encourage members to review the page and post 
comments and to share the page with others. When posting comments it is imperative that they 
be in good taste with no profanity or reference to violent acts. We are professionals that have 
earned the respect of law enforcement and some very important officials thus we should conduct 
ourselves in a professional manner, even on Facebook. Common sense is the key. The 
overriding consideration is how will any picture be perceived by the general public. We have an 
established reputation of doing things the right way and that has to be protected. This applies to 
anything posted to the TBV page as well as our personal pages. 
We would like to also acknowledge a couple of members, John W. and Marion L. that provide 
pertinent links that we often use. 
Lastly, it is with great sadness that we acknowledge the passing of Ed H.’s wife of 55 years.  Ed 
has generously donated his time and expertise in the financial accounting for TBV over the years. 
TBV made a donation to the charity of his choice in remembrance of Ed’s wife. Our heartfelt 
prayers and support go out to him and his family in this most difficult time. 
 
From the “Why we do, what we do” Department: 
Illegal alien charged with sexual assault 
http://www.examiner.com/article/illegal-alien-charged-with-sexual-assault-on-young-girl 
Best wishes for a Merry Christmas and a very Happy New Year. 
Jim G. 
 
Chief of Staff 
Well the Texas Border Volunteers wrapped up the last watch for 2012. It started off quickly with 
my B.E.S.T. Team (Blitz, Elsa, Schatten and Tinkerbell) discovering 2 Guatemalans on the back 
porch of my house! Two of our seasoned members (Dave B. and Dennis M.) arrived before 
Border Patrol. Their experience and skill were demonstrated when Dave came around one end of 
the house and Dennis arrived almost simultaneously on the other end. This tactic paid off in 
spades as the very young Guatemalan wanted to run.  
These illegals were desperate for water and I accommodated them by throwing some bottled 
water their direction. They also stated that they had not eaten in 3 days; I chose to not help them 
with that one. Because of that lack of food, their next move was more than likely to walk into my 
house. It would have been an easy task as I did not have the back door locked. I know, that was 
a poor decision on my part but I come and go all day long. Thank God the B.E.S.T. Team 
accompanies me everywhere I go. 
The somewhat humorous part of this encounter was their request for me to take them to Houston. 
One of them offered me $200 in the form of a personal check! This is not the first time that I have 
been offered money for transportation AND offered payment by check. My rule is if you don’t 
have a valid picture ID, I only take cash, so off they went with Border Patrol.ha ha 
On a more serious note, Illegal alien traffic is still making its way into our country at an alarming 
rate. Over the past couple of weeks the B.E.S.T. Team and I have reported over 26 illegals. 

 
Included in these groups were a pregnant female(with her potential anchor baby) and many, 
many juveniles. 



 The stream of juveniles is continuing to increase in these groups due to the Dream Act that was 

forced upon us.  57 juveniles were apprehended by 
the Falfurrias Border Patrol during the month of November. 
 
On a brighter side, the Falfurrias Border Patrol toy drive for our Brooks County children was both 
successful and greatly appreciated. (See below from our local Border Patrol station) 
“Just want to say thank you to you, Mike and your TBV troops for all the donations, generosity 
and support. It is much appreciated. The community support and participation is a major part of 
our South Texas Campaign as well as our National Strategy.”  
Thanks to all December watch participants that brought a new toy(s) to help out. And a special 
thank you to Bob H.for that generous cash donation.  
Linda V. 

  
VP of Public Events 
What is going on with the gun shows we display at?    
It seems as though the attendees have given up and are hell bent to buy more guns and ammo 
and the heck with the rest of the tables there. Reports I’ve gotten from other shows we do outside 
the DFW area are consistent with what we are seeing here. Seeing as how it is right after the 
election folks are numb to the fact that illegal immigration is on the rise. Hopefully this attitude will 
wear off as the TBV members who have attended watches have seen firsthand a rise in traffic 
these past few months. We have two large shows here right after the Holidays and it will be 
interesting to see if the shock has worn off and people will engage in what is best for them once 
again. On another subject we are trying to come up with some new ideas on how we can impact 
those attendees either with a sign or something on the table that will draw them to engage us at 
the tables. Remember we have been doing some of these show for at least 5 years and we see 
many of the same folks time and time again. We do put a laptop on the table with a slideshow of 
pictures we have taken and that is fairly effective, but we need some fresh ideas. Got one? Give 
me your brainstorm via tvbpublicevents@gmail.com I am open to your ideas.      
Dennis M. 
 
VP Mission Control 
The Nov/Dec 2012 Watch re-taught us all a good lesson. Just when you've made another 
disappointing and empty sweep with your night vision device, long after you took your post. And 
just when you're discouraged and feeling as though the whole night's effort is going to go for 
naught. All of the sudden, the whole reason you've gone to all the trouble and expense to take 
part in a Texas Border Volunteer operation leaps out with a Volunteer announcing, “Gumball has 
traffic!"  
SHAZAAAM!  
Suddenly, all Volunteers in the field were wide awake, alert, and ready to help as usual. This 
night, Texas Border Volunteers provided Border Patrol with up-dated reports of the path taken by 
the trespassers. We positioned ourselves in such way as to discourage escape by the 'bad guys'. 
A helicopter arrived over-head to direct Border Patrol agents to individual criminal trespassers 
(CT’s) lying down and hiding in the native tall grass. United States Border Patrol apprehended at 
least 13 of these CT’s as a result of TBV's assistance. And it all started after we'd given up for the 
night. While on post, always presume that the bad guys are there, hiding but barely out of your 
sight. Be ready. 
Dave B. 



 
VP Administration 
Normally there is nothing more than financial information in this space. But this month is a bit 
different. As mentioned above by Dr. Vickers, at our last watch, TBV welcomed Film Producer 
Dennis Michael Lynch to the ranch. Dennis is the producer of the 2012 film “They Come to 
America” and he is doing a follow-up, aptly titled “They Come to America II”. The first film took an 
in-depth, honest and unique look at illegal immigration. In my humble opinion I believe his film 
was very well done. For anyone unfamiliar with the issue it would serve as a great introduction to 
the complex subject of illegal immigration. The second film will explore the ease that terrorists or 
other nefarious characters could enter the country and the possible outcomes of their illegal entry.  
I had the good fortune to spend a lot of time with DML, aka HOLLYWOOD; during the 3 days he 
and his trusty cameraman Rory, aka DVD, were with us during the watch. Of course I have no 
idea how the second film will turn out but I can vouch for the intention and character of both of 
these guys, Impeccable. Dennis is following his heart and his second dream, his first dream was 
to play pro baseball, to help alert America to the clear and present danger we face on our 
southern border. He knows first-hand what happens when America lets her guard down. He was 
in New York City, Manhattan to be exact on 9/11. So stay tuned and we will let you know about 
the release of the movie in early 2013. Many of your TBV patriots will be included in the film and 
as a tease you can follow the link below to see one of the first trailers.   
http://youtu.be/MyoS1YbDMFw 
Charles G. 
 
Quotable quotes 
"If men through fear, fraud or mistake, should in terms renounce and give up any essential 
natural right, the eternal law of reason and the great end of society, would absolutely vacate such 
renunciation; the right to freedom being the gift of God Almighty, it is not in the power of Man to 
alienate this gift, and voluntarily become a slave."  
John Adams, Rights of the Colonists, 1772 
 
"We must reject the idea that every time a law is broken, society is guilty rather than the 
lawbreaker. It is time to restore the American precept that each individual is accountable for his 
actions."  
Ronald Reagan  
 
 
TBV Comment Corner 
From Jim G. 
During our last watch we had an influx of five new members getting in on the action.  While the 
newbies were a welcome addition we did experience a challenge in terms of transportation.  
However, in the typical “can do” TBV fashion we were able to make adjustments from our normal 
procedures and accommodate everyone.  Some of our veterans really stepped up and were the 
difference makers. 
  
From Dennis Michael Lynch, Producer of the film “They Come to America” 
I'm Impressed! 
I didn't know what to expect when I agreed to film the Texas Border Volunteers. I was concerned 
it would be some kind of wanna-be Rambo camp. As it turns out it is just the opposite. The group 
of 30+ individuals is professional, non-violent, patriotic, compassionate, talented and highly-
skilled. And the US Border Patrol can't say enough about how they do so much with so little. If 
only Janet and Barack would help them do the job they want to do (protect Americans). 
 



 Texas Border Volunteers is a nonprofit 501C4 organization. We take no 

government bailouts and all members pay their own way. You can follow the link below to 

donate to our mission and assist us in our cause. 

https://www.paypal.com/us/cgi

bin/webscr?cmd=_flow&SESSION=3wTD5Oh_rBoQt5OMQMD08hPKZHdbVySCs0ryiPm5eAUtiS7

VInhqQ8BNhEK&dispatch=5885d80a13c0db1f8e263663d3faee8d0b7e678a25d883d0bcf119ae9

b66ba33 

 

 
Ctrl + Click on the LINK below to visit our Facebook page! 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/TexasBorderVolunteers/196379367120922

 

 

 

 

 


